
The Ned Natter Show takes us away from the doom and gloom for a

moment, Ned Natter might be a bit out of date, but he still picks up on

the changes in our world, some interesting and many simply ludicrous,

he’s there to see you through the lot and delivers the laughter we all

need in these complicated, perhaps uncertain times. He even longs to

get into that lonely 16 square feet of tractor cab and put on smile on

the faces of those at the frontline of agriculture - farming is not an

online game, there’s no ‘app’ for farming and it needs new blood. Ned

Natter offers an escape for a moment and at the end of each show he

summarizes the situation in one sentence - so until next time, keep a

smile on your face, think positive and don’t sweat the small stuff, the

grass is not always greener on the other side it might just be a

freeway!

Right now we need farmers more than ever, give a thought to those

who put their hearts, souls and lives into the land. From our family

to yours it’s Ned Natter with The Ned Natter Show, every

Wednesday at www.NedNatter.com

Me guest political correspondent and incontinent has to rush to the restroom

frequently and never quite finishes his commentary. Rush was born in Grundy County

TN and did spend years in DC, only not lobbying, he was a conservative senator’s

chauffeur, all those long waits caused Rush to get a weak bladder. But when a little

scandal blew up - see Rush knew everywhere the Senator went, he drove him there,

old Rush got a nice pay off and bought a small farm in Florida. Still all those years of

rhetoric have rubbed off on Rush and he still chats to like-minded folks in DC, so his

opinions are up to date but always a little out of whack too!
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ABOUT NED NATTER

ABOUT RUSH "TO THE RESTROOM"

"THE NED NATTER SHOW IS A RADIO SHOW FOR RADIO & PODCAST AUDIENCES. OUR
LIBRARY OF PREVIOUS SHOWS ARE AVAILABLE TO SUIT YOUR LISTENING SCHEDULE OR
TO REVISIT YOUR FAVORITE SHOWS ON OUR WEBSITES, OUR OFFICIAL PODCAST
PLATFORMS AND ON YOUTUBE"



SKIP NATTER

Ned claims another distant relative, Skip Natter is a cockney sounding Londoner

who ran off to Australia to make his fortune, only they didn’t like the sound of his

ideas [or his voice] Skip calls in now and again asking for financial help for one

of his crackpot business schemes. Ned reckons Skip was born in the London

gutter where he was later adopted by a road sweeper and his wife.
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ELSIE NATTER (The Trouble & Strife)

You’ll never see old Elsie, Ned's disturbed as she still insists on wearing a thong

and he reckons that’s why there’s a worldwide shortage of elastic. She’s pear-

shaped all bottom and no top, always has a cigarette burning in her hand. Her

thighs are wide her calves nearly match, she wears flip-flops and an ankle [Anchor]

chain, she’s always got that annoying ankle biting mutt (she named it Ned) at her

dirty feet. Elsie was, according to Ned, born in a cowshed, but we know nothing

more about her.

DOLLY NATTER (And you thought only sheep were cloned)

Ned's daughter and stable lass, she fell off her bike when she was 5 and

has never been right since. Her pet goat is called Butt.

As a hobby she likes to make white tee-shirts covered in shite with the Natter logo

"Ned Natter Shite Matters" - Dolly was born, we know little else.

NAN NATTER (The Old Crow)

Ned’s neurotic 94 year old mother is not only a sight for blinkered eyes, she’s a

miserable moaning old hag that gets into a state about the simplest things. She

hates her limited income, people who use coupons at the store, men with beards,

men without beards, farm animals and her own reflection. She’s rude, out of date

and over here, 

BUC NATTER

Ned's twin brother, toys with farming, mostly horses, see Buc is the original

Natter family ‘turf accountant’, all cash is invested in gambling, betting on

horses [the gee-gees]. The odds are high and Buc is frequently in hiding.
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DING DANG (The farm help - ya’ll)

A born and raised Southerner, he spends most of

day dodging work on the farm.

FIFTY PER-CENT (Ned's Agent) 

A New Yorker, always on the phone cutting

deals, thirty dollar suit, cigar in hand, incapable

of a smile unless he's holding several thousand

greenbacks or a contract in his favor.

OLD FRED "The Nudist"

A full time nudist and dedicated woman chaser,

only the law prevents him from going

everywhere in the nude - Fred is obsessed with

proving his manhood and relies on a cocktail of

male performance and enhancing drugs to stay

in the game, 

Old Lonnie " Me Blind Neighbor"

Worked as a bus driver for many years until the

day he could no longer drive due to his failing

eyesight, Lonnie lives alone in a broken down

trailer on an acre of weeds, his only pleasure is

eating and he eats anything he can lay his hands

on!

Young Alice 

An attractive, sensitive vegan, who adopts all

Ned’s non-laying hens, Ned hopes that one day

she’ll adopt him too! Alice is also a walking-

talking version of the Farmer’s Almanac and up

to date with every cosmic, astrological and

astronomic event.
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Florida farmer and radio-podcast host Ned Natter adds

an important message in each of his comedy shows -

remember farmers are getting older, some more than

others, it’s time some new blood came down on the

farm and gave us a hand – in all irony this is no public

service announcement, it’s backed up by some sobering

government statistics, the USDA Census of Agriculture

reports that US farmers are mostly white and over 50 a

large number are way into their 70’s – whilst Natter

offers us a comedic weekly escape from reality he’s

happy to remind you ‘there’s no app for farming’.

The opportunities to work remotely offer new hope

to a rural existence, many farmers already balance

agriculture as a part-time occupation, it doesn’t

always require full-time commitment and yet offers

endless benefits to families, also kids, our future,

are healthier mentally and physically, the

opportunity to participate as a family in the

production of food is a unique chance to bond with

each other and be at one with nature, whilst remote

employment provides the option to balance income

whilst developing any agricultural operation. Size is

not all-important either, the majority of US farms

are still under 10 acres and the chances to fill new

markets are endless with less than 1% of farms

filling the burgeoning organic sector. Growing food

in the US offers a ready marketplace for produce

and the expansion of environmentally sustainable

practices adds a premium. Then there is the further

importance of growing and producing food for the

US, which fills a gap and continues to supply

markets potentially ready to be consumed by

imports, along with the already proven associated

risks to our food chain and health, particularly from

overseas countries lacking the vital checks,

balances and safety controls in place within the US

food and agricultural sector. Ned Natter might say it

with humor but there is no better time to look to the

land and its endless potential.

C O N T A C T

THE MODERN MESSAGE
WHY THE NED NATTER SHOW MATTERS

According to WIkipedia, a press kit, often referred

to as a media kit in business environments, is a

pre-packaged set of promotional materials that

provide information about a person, company,

organization or cause and which is distributed to

members of the media for promotional use. Press

kits, or media kits as they are sometimes known,

are often distributed to announce a release or for a

news conference.

THE SERIOUS SIDE TO THE
NED NATTER SHOW

nednattershow@gmail.com

www.NedNatter.com


